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ABSTRACT

So, to mitigate this problem, they are typically coupled with
meta-blocking [6, 10, 13]. The goal of meta-blocking is to restructure a blocking collection by removing least promising comparisons. This is achieved in the following way: profiles and comparisons are represented as nodes and edges of a graph, respectively;
each node is connected to another one if the profiles co-occurs
in at least one block. Then, the edges are weighted on the basis
of the co-occurence of its adjacent profiles and for each profile
a threshold is computed. Finally, the graph is pruned removing
the edges which have a weight lower than the threshold. A toy
example is shown in Figure 1(c): each edge is weighted counting
the co-occurring blocks of its adjacent profiles, and is retained if
its weight is above the average. The dashed lines are the removed
comparisons.

We present SparkER, an ER tool that can scale practitioners’
favorite ER algorithms. SparkER has been devised to take full advantage of parallel and distributed computation as well (running
on top of Apache Spark). The first SparkER version was focused
on the blocking step and implements both schema-agnostic and
Blast meta-blocking approaches (i.e. the state-of-the-art ones); a
GUI for SparkER, to let non-expert users to use it in an unsupervised mode, was developed. The new version of SparkER to be
shown in this demo, extends significantly the tool. Entity matching and Entity Clustering modules have been added. Moreover, in
addition to the completely unsupervised mode of the first version,
a supervised mode has been added. The user can be assisted in
supervising the entire process and in injecting his knowledge
in order to achieve the best result. During the demonstration,
attendees will be shown how SparkER can significantly help in
devising and debugging ER algorithms.
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Entity Resolution (ER) is the task of identifying different representations (profiles) that pertain to the same real-world entity. ER
is a fundamental and expensive task for Data Integration [2]. The
naïve solution of ER (i.e. comparing all profiles to each others)
is impracticable when the data volume increases (e.g. Big Data),
thus blocking techniques are employed to cluster similar records
and to limit the number of comparisons only among the profiles
contained in the same block.
In a real-world scenario, to identify a blocking strategy (i.e. the
blocking key) yielding high recall and precision is a hard task [4].
In particular, in the Big Data context, schema-aware techniques
have two main issues: (i) schema alignment, hardly achievable
with a high heterogeneity of the data; (ii) labeled data to train
classification algorithms, or human intervention to select which
attributes to combine. To overcome these problems, the schemaagnostic approach was introduced [10]: each profile is treated as
a bag of words and schema-information is ignored. For instance,
Schema-Agnostic Token Blocking considers as blocking key each
token that appear in profiles, regardless of the attribute in which
it appears (Figure 1(b)). However, schema-agnostic methods produce a very low precision.
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Figure 1: Schema-agnostic (meta-)blocking process.
In [13] we proposed Blast, which introduces the notion of loose
schema information extracted from the data and composed of: (i)
attribute partitioning and (ii) attribute partition entropy (Figure
2(a)). The idea beyond attribute partitioning is that more values
two attributes share, more are similar, thus similar attributes are
put together in the same partition. Then, the meta-blocking takes
into account the generated attributes’ partitions: the blocking
key is composed by tokens concatenated to partition IDs; in
this way, the token "Simonini" (Figure 2(b)) is split into two
tokens, disambiguating "Simonini" as author ("Simonini_1"), and
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Figure 3: SparkER architecture.
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state-of-the-art ones). The description of the algorithms that we
devised for Apache Spark (and any MapReduce-like system) can
be found in our technical report [15]. Also, we developed a GUI
for SparkER to let non-expert users to use it in an unsupervised
mode.
The new version of SparkER that will be shown in this demo,
extends significantly the tool. Entity matching and entity clustering modules have been added. Moreover, in addition to the
completely unsupervised mode of the first version, a supervised
mode has been added. The user can be assisted in supervising the
entire process and in injecting his knowledge in order to achieve
the best result.
In the following Section 2, we present the main modules that
compose SparkER and in Section 3 the process debugging. Finally, in Section 4 we present the demonstration for the EDBT
attendees.
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Figure 2: Meta-blocking with loose schema information.
Attribute partition entropy computes the entropy of each cluster and gives more importance to the profiles that co-occurs in
blocks generated from clusters with high entropy. The idea is
that finding equalities inside a cluster with a high variability of
the values (i.e. high entropy) has more value that finding them
in a cluster with low variability (i.e. low entropy). The attribute
partition entropy is used in order to improve the edges weights:
each edge of the meta-blocking graph is re-weighted according
to the entropy associated to the block that generates it (i.e. the
entropy of the partition from which the blocking key belongs), as
shown in Figure 2(c). This affects the meta-blocking by helping to
remove more superfluous comparisons than the ones removed by
schema-agnostic blocking (the two retained red edges of Figure
1(c) are now removed).
At the end of the pruning step, the meta-blocking produces
the candidate pairs, i.e. pairs of profiles related to the same entity.
Then, these pairs have to be resolved, i.e. it is necessary to decide
if a pair is a true match or not, this task is called entity matching. Several techniques can be applied to perform this task, e.g.
resolution functions, classifiers, crowdsourcing, etc. Finally, , the
retained matching pairs are clustered (entity clustering) in order
to group together all the profiles associated to the same entity.
Several tools were proposed to cover the full Entity Resolution
stack [9, 11]. In particular, JedAI [11] is more devoted to work
with semi-structured data, a schema-agnostic approach, and the
entity matching phase uses only unsupervised techniques (i.e. no
labeled data are required). In contrast, Magellan [9] is meant to
work with structured data and a supervised approach, so the user
has to align the schema, to provide matches examples to perform
entity matching, and supervise each step. Moreover, JedAI covers
the entity clustering step, while Magellan not.
Nevertheless, none of these tools exploits the benefits of distributed computing. Works on the meta-blocking parallelization
have been proposed [5], but they are implemented using Hadoop
MapReduce, that is not the best paradigm to exploit modern cluster architectures [3, 12]. SparkER1 is an Entity Resolution tool
for Apache Spark2 designed to cover the full Entity Resolution
stack in a big data context.

2

SPARKER

SparkER is a distributed entity resolution tool, composed by different modules designed to be parallelizable on Apache Spark.
Figure 3 shows the architecture of our system. There are 3 main
modules: (1) blocker: takes the input profiles and performs the
blocking phase, providing as output the candidate pairs; (2) entity matcher takes the candidate pairs generated by the blocker
and label them as match or no match; (3) entity clusterer takes
the matched pairs and groups them into clusters that represents
the same entity. Each of these modules can be seen as black box:
each one is independent from the other.

2.1

Blocker

Figure 4 shows the blocker’ sub-modules implementing the
Loose-Schema Meta-Blocking method described in the introduction.
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Figure 4: Blocker module
Loose Schema Generator-Attribute Partitioning: attributes
are partitioned in cluster using a Locality-sensitive Hashing (LSH)
based algorithm. Initially, LSH is applied to the attributes values, in order to group them according to their similarity. These
groups are overlapping, i.e. each attribute can compare in multiple clusters. Then, for each attribute only the most similar one is
kept, obtaining pairs of similar attributes. Finally, the transitive
closure is applied to such attributes pairs and then attributes
are partitioned into nonoverlapping clusters (Figure 2(a)). All
the attributes that do not appear in any cluster are put in a blob
partition.

Our approach. The first SparkER version [14] was focused on
the blocking step and implements using Apache Spark both schemaagnostic [10] and Blast [13] meta-blocking approaches (i.e. the
1 https://github.com/Gaglia88/sparker
2 http://spark.apache.org
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sample the input data, reducing the size. The main problem is to
take a sample that represents the original data, and also contains
matching and non matching profiles. This problem was already
addressed in [9], where the authors proposed to pick up some
random K profiles P K , then for each profile pi ∈ P K pick up k/2
profiles that could be a match (i.e. shares a high number of token
with pi ) and k/2 profiles randomly. K and k are two parameters
that can be set by the user based on the time that she wants to
spend (e.g. selecting more records requires a higher computation
time).
Each step can be assessed using precision and recall, if a
ground-truth is available; otherwise the system selects a sample
of the generated profile pairs (e.g. pairs after blocking, matching
pairs after matching, etc.) and shows them to the user who, on the
basis of his experience evaluates whether the system is working
well or not.
In the blocker each operation (blocking, purging, filtering,
and meta-blocking) can be fine tuned in order to obtain better
performances, e.g. the purging/filtering are controlled through
parameters that can change the aggressiveness of filters, or the
meta-blocking can use different types of pruning strategies, etc.
Moreover, if the Loose Schema Blocking is used, it is possible to
see how the attributes are clustered together, and how to change
the clustering parameters in order to obtain better clusters.
In the entity matching phase, it is possible to try different
similarity techniques (e.g. Jaccard, cosine, etc.) with different
thresholds.
At present no tuning activity is possible in the clustering step
since the connected component algorithm used does not have
any parameters. At the end of the process, the system allows to
explore the generated entities and to store the obtained configuration. Then, the optimized configuration can be applied to the
whole data in a batch mode, in order to obtain the final result.
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Figure 5: Entity clusterer.

Loose Schema Generator-Entropy Extractor: computes the
Shannon entropy for each cluster.
Block Purging and Filtering : the block collection is processed to remove/shrink its largest blocks [10]. Block Purging
discards all the blocks that contain more than half of the profiles
in the collection, corresponding to highly frequent blocking keys
(e.g. stop-words). Block Filtering removes each profile from the
largest 20% blocks in which it appears, increasing the precision
without affects the recall.
Meta-Blocking: Finally, the meta-blocking method [10, 13]
introduced in the introduction is applied. The parallel metablocking, implemented on Apache Spark, is inspired by the broadcast join: it partitions the nodes of the blocking graph and sends
in broadcast (i.e, to each partition) all the information needed to
materialize the neighborhood of each node one at a time. Once
the neighborhood of a node is materialized, the pruning function
is applied.
The output of the blocker module are profile pairs connected
by an edge, which represent candidate pairs that will be processed
by the entity matcher module.

2.2

Entity Matcher and Clusterer

Regarding Entity Matching, any existing tool can be used. In
the demo we will show the one implemented in Magellan [9].
The Entity Matcher produces matching pairs of similar profiles
with their similarity score (similarity graph). The user can select
from a wide range of similarity (or distance) scores, e.g.: Jaccard
similarity, Edit Distance, CSA [1].
The Entity Clusterer receives as input the similarity graph,
in which the profiles are the nodes and the matching pairs represent the edges, and partition its nodes into equivalence clusters
such that every cluster contains all profiles that correspond to
the same entity. Several entity clustering algorithms have been
proposed in literature [8]; at the moment, we use the connected
component algorithm3 , based on the the assumption of transitivity, i.e., if p1 matches with p2 , p2 matches with p3 , then p1
matches with p3 . At the end of this step, the system produces
clusters of profiles: the profiles in the same cluster refer to the
same real-world entity.

3

4

DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW

During the demonstration, participants will explore the features
of our system on the Abt-Buy dataset4 . It contains 2,000 products
extracted from Abt.com and Buy.com catalogs, denoted respectively in red and blue. The dataset comes with a ground-truth
that allows to analyze the performances of each SparkER step.
Also, different datasets can be used5 during the demonstration.
In this demo we focus on showing the attribute partitioning unsupervised/supervised step, the use of Attribute Partition Entropy
was illustrated in our previous paper [7] and the meta-blocking
step including entropy.
The tool displays the attributes partitions, recall/precision,
the number of blocks (blocking keys) generated, the number of
candidate pairs in the blocks, and the number of false positives
(i.e. the pairs that are in the ground-truth but are lost during the
blocking process) obtained after blocking. Through the interface
it is possible to modify the clustering threshold and other parameters (Advanced settings) which influence the algorithm in a more
marginal way.
We start setting the threshold to the maximum value (1) e.g a
schema-agnostic token blocking is applied and all the attributes
fall in the same blob cluster (Figure 6(a)). Then the user decreases
the threshold (0.3) and looks at what happens (Figure 6(b)). Two
clusters are created, representing, respectively the name with the

PROCESS DEBUGGING

The tool can work in a completely unsupervised mode, i.e. the
user can use a default configuration and performs the process on
its data without taking care of the parameters tuning. Otherwise,
the user can supervise the entire process, in order to determine
which are the best parameters for its data, producing a custom
configuration. Given the iterative nature of this process (e.g. the
user try a configuration, if it is not satisfied changes it, and repeat
the step again), it is not feasible to process the entire input data,
as the user should waste too much time. Thus, it is necessary to

4 https://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/en/research/projects/object_matching/fever/

benchmark_datasets_for_entity_resolution
5 The datasets are available at: https://sourceforge.net/projects/sparker/files/
datasets/

3 This approach is implemented by using the GraphX library of Spark (https://spark.

apache.org/graphx/) that natively implement the connected component approach.
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Figure 6: Process debugging. The figure shows how it is possible to debug the blocking phase.
description, and the prices of the products. However, we see how
precision slightly increases but the number of candidate pairs
has been reduced.
Now, the user try to modify the clusters, as apparently separating the attributes that refer to the name from those which refer
to the description of products (Figure 6(c)) seems a good idea.
He looks at the result and sees that unfortunately the number of
false positive increases.
By the Debug button it is possible to understand where the false
positives come from (Figure 6(d)). The tool shows the list of false
positive pairs (i.e. pairs that are in the ground-truth but are not
present after the blocking). By clicking on a pair, its profiles and
shared blocking key are shown and the user can understand why
this pair was lost. In the example we can see that the lost pairs
match on blocking keys referring to the name and description
attributes. So, partitioning descriptions and names was a wrong
choice and the automatic solution proposed by the tool was better
(Figure 6(b)). Moreover, it suggests that the choice of partitioning
the attributes on the bases of their names (i.e. exploting schema
information) can be wrong.
Finally, Figure 6(e) shows the debugging of the meta-blocking
phase, with the Entropy’s values obtained by the Entropy Extractor module. We can see a large decrease in the number of
candidate pairs w.r.t. 6(b) thus proving the effectiveness of our
technique.
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